DIFFERENT SOURCES OF FUNDING
Tried &
Tested
Solutions

Bootstrap

#1

#1

Crowdfund

It has low financial risk involved,
means you won’t need to get a
loan or front up the cash
yourself nor give up any equity
share. Get good accountant to
ensure you have a detailed
business plan on how to best
use the crowdfunded money if
successful.

‘Bootstrapping’ is code for
self-funding & there are loads
of ways this can be
achieved.Get the help of
good accountants in London
to design a suitable business
plan with well thought out
forecasts to reduce the level
of risk.

Get a Peer-toPeer Loan #2

Source a #2
Business Grant

Usually obtained via websites
which link individual borrowers
or businesses with savers
seeking good returns on longer
term investments. these
schemes cut out the banking
middleman. A small fee to the
website and you’ll need to pass
credit checks and a risk
assessment to be accepted on to
these sites.

With Small businesses
traditionally driving economic
recovery, these schemes are a
great source of small business
funding. The best accountants in
London will help you find the
right grant solution for your
business needs.

Find yourself an Angel
Investor

#3

Investment from angel is the most significant source
of small business funding, with an estimated £1.5billion invested in this way annually in the UK
alone.With the help of the right accountants, you’ll be
able to get connected with potential angels and
receive expert advice.
CLEAR HOUSE ACCOUNTANTS

Innovative
& Creative
Solutions

Invest in the Best
#3
Accountants in London
Looking for creative solutions to your struggles with
business financing, then the best accountants will be able
to provide you with a whole range of creative solutions,
will be well connected with individuals and organisations
seeking to invest in viable business opportunities and help
you show your business is investible.

Email: info@chacc.co.uk

Website: chacc.co.uk

